{"id":11047,"date":"2017-03-23T16:11:38","date_gmt":"2017-03-23T10:41:38","guid":{"rendered":"https:\/\/www.pdfquestion.in\/?p=11047"},"modified":"2021-02-24T16:28:56","modified_gmt":"2021-02-24T10:58:56","slug":"apeejay-edu-summative-assessment-i-class-vii-question-paper-2016-17-school","status":"publish","type":"post","link":"https:\/\/www.pdfquestion.in\/11047.html","title":{"rendered":"apeejay.edu Summative Assessment I Class VII Question Paper 2016-17 : School"},"content":{"rendered":"<p><strong><u>Name of the Institute <\/u><\/strong>: Apeejay School Pitampura<br \/>\n<strong><u>Name of the Examination <\/u><\/strong>: Summative Assessment<br \/>\n<strong><u>Subject <\/u><\/strong>: All Subjects<br \/>\n<strong><u>Document Type <\/u><\/strong>: Previous Question Paper<br \/>\n<strong><u>Year <\/u><\/strong>: 2016 -2017<br \/>\n<strong><u>Class <\/u><\/strong>: VII STD<\/p>\n<!-- WP QUADS Content Ad Plugin v. 2.0.66.1 -->\n<div class=\"quads-location quads-ad1\" id=\"quads-ad1\" style=\"float:none;margin:0px;\">\n<script async src=\"https:\/\/pagead2.googlesyndication.com\/pagead\/js\/adsbygoogle.js\"><\/script>\r\n<!-- Pdfquestion.in-01 -->\r\n<ins class=\"adsbygoogle\"\r\n     style=\"display:block\"\r\n     data-ad-client=\"ca-pub-5800892549349547\"\r\n     data-ad-slot=\"8416227722\"\r\n     data-ad-format=\"auto\"\r\n     data-full-width-responsive=\"true\"><\/ins>\r\n<script>\r\n     (adsbygoogle = window.adsbygoogle || []).push({});\r\n<\/script>\n<\/div>\n\n<p><strong><u>Website <\/u><\/strong>: <a href=\"https:\/\/www.apeejay.edu\/pitampura\/examination\/question-papers\/\" target=\"_blank\" rel=\"nofollow noopener\">http:\/\/www.apeejay.edu\/pitampura\/academics\/examination\/previous-year-question-papers<\/a><br \/>\n<strong><u>Download Sample\/Model Question Paper <\/u><\/strong>:<br \/>\n<strong><u>English <\/u><\/strong>: <a href=\"https:\/\/www.pdfquestion.in\/uploads\/11047-7English.pdf\">https:\/\/www.pdfquestion.in\/uploads\/11047-7English.pdf<\/a><br \/>\n<strong><u>GK <\/u><\/strong>: <a href=\"https:\/\/www.pdfquestion.in\/uploads\/11047-7GK.pdf\">https:\/\/www.pdfquestion.in\/uploads\/11047-7GK.pdf<\/a><br \/>\n<strong><u>Maths <\/u><\/strong>: <a href=\"https:\/\/www.pdfquestion.in\/uploads\/11047-7Maths.pdf\">https:\/\/www.pdfquestion.in\/uploads\/11047-7Maths.pdf<\/a><br \/>\n<strong><u>Science <\/u><\/strong>: <a href=\"https:\/\/www.pdfquestion.in\/uploads\/11047-7Science.pdf\">https:\/\/www.pdfquestion.in\/uploads\/11047-7Science.pdf<\/a><br \/>\n<strong><u>Social Science <\/u><\/strong>:\u00a0<a href=\"https:\/\/www.pdfquestion.in\/uploads\/11047-7Social.pdf\">https:\/\/www.pdfquestion.in\/uploads\/11047-7Social.pdf<\/a><br \/>\n<strong><u>Hindi <\/u><\/strong>: <a href=\"https:\/\/www.pdfquestion.in\/uploads\/11047-7Hindi.pdf\">https:\/\/www.pdfquestion.in\/uploads\/11047-7Hindi.pdf<\/a><br \/>\n<strong><u>Sanskrit <\/u><\/strong>: <a href=\"https:\/\/www.pdfquestion.in\/uploads\/11047-7Sanskrit.pdf\">https:\/\/www.pdfquestion.in\/uploads\/11047-7Sanskrit.pdf<\/a><br \/>\n<strong><u>French <\/u><\/strong>: <a href=\"https:\/\/www.pdfquestion.in\/uploads\/11047-7French.pdf\">https:\/\/www.pdfquestion.in\/uploads\/11047-7French.pdf<\/a><br \/>\n<strong><u>German <\/u><\/strong>: <a href=\"https:\/\/www.pdfquestion.in\/uploads\/11047-7German.pdf\">https:\/\/www.pdfquestion.in\/uploads\/11047-7German.pdf<\/a><\/p>\n<!-- WP QUADS Content Ad Plugin v. 2.0.66.1 -->\n<div class=\"quads-location quads-ad2\" id=\"quads-ad2\" style=\"float:none;margin:0px;\">\n<script async src=\"https:\/\/pagead2.googlesyndication.com\/pagead\/js\/adsbygoogle.js\"><\/script>\r\n<!-- Pdfquestion.in-02 -->\r\n<ins class=\"adsbygoogle\"\r\n     style=\"display:block\"\r\n     data-ad-client=\"ca-pub-5800892549349547\"\r\n     data-ad-slot=\"9892960926\"\r\n     data-ad-format=\"auto\"\r\n     data-full-width-responsive=\"true\"><\/ins>\r\n<script>\r\n     (adsbygoogle = window.adsbygoogle || []).push({});\r\n<\/script>\n<\/div>\n\n<h2>Summative Assessment I Class VII Question Paper :<\/h2>\n<p><strong><u>Subject <\/u><\/strong>: General Knowledge<br \/>\n<strong><u>Time<\/u><\/strong>: 1 Hour<br \/>\n<strong><u>Max. Marks<\/u><\/strong>: 50<br \/>\n1. Which continent is believed to be the original home of the mongoose? 1<br \/>\n2. Name the only bird that does not build a nest. 1<\/p>\n<blockquote><p><span style=\"text-decoration: underline;\"><strong>Related<\/strong><\/span> :Apeejay School Summative Assessment I Class VI Question Paper 2016 -17 : <a href=\"https:\/\/www.pdfquestion.in\/11043.html\">www.pdfquestion.in\/11043.html<\/a><\/p><\/blockquote>\n<p>3. Name the wildlife conservationist who is the pioneer of the \u201cProject Tiger\u201d` 1<br \/>\n4. Who was the first woman to swim across the English Channel? 1<br \/>\n5. Which city was formerly called Prayag? 1<br \/>\n6. Which state of India is famous for its famous kathputli or puppet show? 1<br \/>\n7. Name the first dance school in India. 1<br \/>\n8. What is the American name for lady finger? 1<br \/>\n9. Which mountain range divides the European Russia from Siberia? 1<br \/>\n10. What is the title of the ruler of Oman? 1<br \/>\n11. Name the diamond capital of the world. 1<br \/>\n12. How long did it take to build the \u2018Leaning Tower of Pisa\u2019? 1<br \/>\n13. Who was the youngest ever player to win a Wimbledon men\u2019s single title? 1<br \/>\n14. With which sport is the term knockout associated? 1<br \/>\n15. How many squares are there on Checkers board? 1<\/p>\n<p><strong><u>Subject <\/u><\/strong>: English<br \/>\n<strong><u>Time allowed <\/u><\/strong>: 3 HRS.<br \/>\n<strong><u>M.M <\/u><\/strong>: 80<\/p>\n<p><strong><u>General Instructions <\/u><\/strong>:<br \/>\n(i) Attempt all the questions.<br \/>\n(ii) Answers must be correctly numbered as in the question paper.<br \/>\n(iii) Questions for each section must be answered together.<\/p>\n<p><strong><u>Section A <\/u><\/strong>: Reading 16 Marks<br \/>\nQ.1Read the passage carefully and answer the questions that follow- (8m )<br \/>\nLionel was in bad shape. My daughter Nola and I found him bloodied and beaten. He was too weak to haul his poor, broken little body inside the house. By the time we saw him, his battered body had already lost too much blood. Lionel the duck, died a few minutes later. We never found out who had beaten Lionel so savagely, or why they felt the need to hurt him. A customer at Nola\u2019s store she found some teenagers jumping the back fence a few minutes before we found Lionel. They were carrying cricket bats.<\/p>\n<p>Q.1.1On the basis of your reading of the passage complete the following sentences.4x1m<br \/>\na) Lionel could not be saved as&#8212;&#8212;&#8212;&#8212;&#8212;&#8212;-when the author and her daughter found him.<br \/>\nb) The old man and Lionel liked each other so much&#8212;&#8212;&#8212;&#8212;&#8212;&#8212;&#8212;.<br \/>\nc) The children were so upset about Lionel\u2019s death that&#8212;&#8212;&#8212;&#8212;&#8212;&#8212;-.<br \/>\nd) Other than human friends Lionel was friends with&#8212;&#8212;&#8212;&#8212;&#8212;&#8212;&#8212;&#8212;.<\/p>\n<p>Q.1.2 Find words from the passage which mean the same as given in the choices below- 4x1m<br \/>\na) brutally (para 1) i)bloodied ii)battered iii)savagely<br \/>\nb) shocked and sad (para 2) i) devastated ii)heartbroken iii)tears run freely<br \/>\nc) speaking in low clear tone (para 3) i) mutter ii)mourn iii) condolences<br \/>\nd) to walk with short steps (para 4) i)rooster ii)assortment iii)waddle<\/p>\n<p>Q.2Read the poem carefully and answer the questions that follow- 8m<br \/>\nTHE RUM TUG TUGGER<br \/>\nThe Rum TumTugger is a curious cat<br \/>\nIf you offer him pheasant he would rather have grouse.<br \/>\nIf you put him in a house he would much prefer a flat<br \/>\nIf you put him in a flat then he\u2019d rather have a house.<br \/>\nIf you set him on a mouse then he only wants a rat.<br \/>\nIf you set him on a rat then he\u2019d rather chase a mouse.<\/p>\n<p><strong><u>Q.2.1 Answer the following questions briefly<\/u><\/strong>: 6m<br \/>\na) Why does the poet says , \u201cThe Rum Tum Tugger is a curious cat?\u201d1m<br \/>\nb) When does the Rum Tum Tugger enjoy chasing a mouse?1m<br \/>\nc) Where does he like to take a nap? 1m<br \/>\nd) Why does he refuse to eat the cream when it is given to him? 1m<br \/>\ne) What does he do when the cream is kept safely in the larder? 1m<br \/>\nf) Pick out a pair of rhyming words in the poem.1m<\/p>\n<p>Q.2.2 Find words from the passage which mean the same as given below 2x1m<br \/>\na) inquisitive b) snuggle<\/p>\n<p><strong><u>Subject <\/u><\/strong>: Mathematics<br \/>\n<strong><u>Time <\/u><\/strong>: 3 hrs<br \/>\n<strong><u>Max. Marks<\/u><\/strong>: 80<br \/>\n<strong><u>General Instructions <\/u><\/strong>:<br \/>\nA. All questions are compulsory.<br \/>\nB. Ques. 1 to 5 carry 1 mark each, Ques. 6 to 15 carry 2 marks each, Ques. 16 to 25 carry 3 marks each and Ques. 26 to 30 carry 5 marks each.<br \/>\nC. Draw neat figures wherever required.<\/p>\n<p>1. Find (-1)x(-5)x(-4)x(-6)<br \/>\n2. Find 1\/2 of 24.<br \/>\n3. Which angle is equal to its supplement?<br \/>\n4. Express (-44\/ 72) in the simplest form.<br \/>\n5. Express 675 as the product of its prime factors.<br \/>\n6. Solve using properties: -41 x 102<br \/>\n7. Express 7 rupees 7 paisa as rupees using decimals.<br \/>\n8. Samira purchased 3 \u00bd kg apples and 4 \u00be kg oranges. What is the total weight of fruits purchased by her?<br \/>\n9. In the given figure, the arms of the two angles are parallel. If angle ABC = 700, then find angle DEF.<br \/>\n10. Find the value of x in the given figure<br \/>\n11. In ABC, AB =AC. If angle A = 40 0, find angle B.<\/p>\n<p>12. If DEF is congruent to ?BCA, write the parts of ?BCA that correspond to<br \/>\na ) angle E<br \/>\nb) side EF<br \/>\nc) angle F<br \/>\nd ) side D<\/p>\n<p>13. Subtract the sum of (-3\/4 )and \u00bd from 7\/8.<br \/>\n<u><strong> 14. Using laws of exponents , simplify and write the answer in the exponential form :<\/strong><\/u><br \/>\na) (30 + 20 ) x 50<br \/>\nb) (220 \u00f7 215) x 23<br \/>\n<strong><u><br \/>\n15. Express the number in the standard form<\/u><\/strong>:<br \/>\na) 1,27,56,000<br \/>\nb) 1,027,000,000<\/p>\n<p><strong><u>Subject <\/u><\/strong>: Science<br \/>\n<strong><u>Time <\/u><\/strong>: 3 Hours<br \/>\n<strong><u>M.M.<\/u><\/strong>: 80<br \/>\n<strong><u>General Instructions <\/u><\/strong>:<br \/>\n1. This Question Paper contains 25 questions . Marks for each question are indicated against it.<br \/>\n2. Try to attempt questions in given serial order only.<br \/>\n3. Draw neat labelled diagrams wherever necessary.<\/p>\n<p>1. Name and explain the mode of nutrition in mushrooms (2)<br \/>\n2. Pitcher plants are known as partial heterotrophs. Explain. (2)<br \/>\n3. Which one will you prefer to protect yourself from cold? Two thin blankets or one thick blanket of double thickness? Give reason. (2)<br \/>\n4.Define(a) Selective breeding (b) Sericulture (2)<br \/>\n5. Give two main points of difference between laboratory and clinical thermometer. (2)<br \/>\n6. Name the type of carbohydrate that can be digested by ruminants but not by humans. Give reason too. (2)<br \/>\n7. What is photosynthesis? Represent the process with the help of an equation. (2)<br \/>\n8. How polar bears are adapted to the Polar Regions? Give any 2 main points. (2)<br \/>\n9. Name any four elements that determine the weather of a place. (2)<br \/>\n10. Explain the first two steps involved in processing of wool. (2)<\/p>\n<p><strong><u>Subject <\/u><\/strong>: Social Science<br \/>\n<strong><u>Time Allowed <\/u><\/strong>: 3 hrs<br \/>\n<strong><u>Maximum Marks <\/u><\/strong>: 80<br \/>\n<u><strong> Section &#8211; A :<\/strong><\/u><br \/>\n1. Define the following terms: (1&#215;2=2 marks)<br \/>\na. Nagaram<br \/>\nb. Cartography<\/p>\n<p><strong><u>2. Answer the following questions in one word<\/u><\/strong>:- (0.5X6=3marks)<br \/>\na) Name the first woman to become the sultan<br \/>\nb) A sermon read during the Friday prayer.<br \/>\nc) Delhi became the capital of this kingdom for the first time.<br \/>\nd) The author of Akbarnama<br \/>\ne) The leader of the Mongols who invaded India during the sultanate period.<br \/>\nf) Which tradition of succession followed by the early Mughals?<\/p>\n<p>3. What are prashastis and why don\u2019t the historians rely much on the prashastis? (2 marks)<br \/>\n4. List any two technological changes associated with the period between 700 and 1750? (2 marks)<br \/>\n5. Who was the first Mughal emperor? Whom did he defeat in the First battle of Panipat? (2 marks)<br \/>\n6. What was the relationship between the Mansabdar and the Jagir? (3 marks)<br \/>\n7. Mention any three difficulties that the historians face in using Manuscripts? (3 marks)\n","protected":false},"excerpt":{"rendered":"<p>Name of the Institute : Apeejay School Pitampura Name of the Examination : Summative Assessment Subject : All Subjects Document Type : Previous Question Paper Year : 2016 -2017 Class : VII STD Website : http:\/\/www.apeejay.edu\/pitampura\/academics\/examination\/previous-year-question-papers Download Sample\/Model Question Paper [&hellip;]<\/p>\n","protected":false},"author":8,"featured_media":0,"comment_status":"open","ping_status":"closed","sticky":false,"template":"","format":"standard","meta":[],"categories":[168],"tags":[600],"_links":{"self":[{"href":"https:\/\/www.pdfquestion.in\/wp-json\/wp\/v2\/posts\/11047"}],"collection":[{"href":"https:\/\/www.pdfquestion.in\/wp-json\/wp\/v2\/posts"}],"about":[{"href":"https:\/\/www.pdfquestion.in\/wp-json\/wp\/v2\/types\/post"}],"author":[{"embeddable":true,"href":"https:\/\/www.pdfquestion.in\/wp-json\/wp\/v2\/users\/8"}],"replies":[{"embeddable":true,"href":"https:\/\/www.pdfquestion.in\/wp-json\/wp\/v2\/comments?post=11047"}],"version-history":[{"count":0,"href":"https:\/\/www.pdfquestion.in\/wp-json\/wp\/v2\/posts\/11047\/revisions"}],"wp:attachment":[{"href":"https:\/\/www.pdfquestion.in\/wp-json\/wp\/v2\/media?parent=11047"}],"wp:term":[{"taxonomy":"category","embeddable":true,"href":"https:\/\/www.pdfquestion.in\/wp-json\/wp\/v2\/categories?post=11047"},{"taxonomy":"post_tag","embeddable":true,"href":"https:\/\/www.pdfquestion.in\/wp-json\/wp\/v2\/tags?post=11047"}],"curies":[{"name":"wp","href":"https:\/\/api.w.org\/{rel}","templated":true}]}}
